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Introduction

Don’t&ask&what&the&world&needs.&Ask&what&makes

you&come&alive,&and&go&do&it.&Because&what&the

world&needs&is&people&who&have&come&alive.

D&Howard&Thurman

When+I+first+wrote+ this+book,+ I+ thought+ that+ it+would+be+a+great
starting+point+for+a+productive+conversation+about+passion.+A+lot
of+the+discussions+surrounding+passion+focus+on+the+need+to+“folG
low+your+passion”+and+do+what+you+love+in+life.

ThatYs+not+this+book.

While+I+do+encourage+people+to+explore+their+passions+and+underG
stand+what+ they+are,+ really+ itYs+ incorporating+your+passions+ into
your+life+that+leaves+you+feeling+satisfied.+However+you+choose+to
do+that+is+up+to+you.+It+could+be+through+a+hobby,+a+volunteer+efG
fort,+or+even+as+a+profession.

The+stories+contained+within+this+book+are+from+people+who+donYt
just+have+thoughts+about+passion,+but+they+have+actively+incorpoG
rated+their+passions+into+their+lives.

The+purpose+of+this+book+is+to+help+you+explore+what+you+considG
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er+ your+ passions+ to+ be+ and+ how+ theyYve+ already+ become+ a+ part+ of
your+life.

My+goal+is+to+have+you+take+time+after+reading+this+book+to+reflect+on
what+youYve+learned+not+just+about+others,+but+really+about+yourself.
Are+there+stories+that+you+resonated+with?+Some+you+completely+disG
agreed+with?+Were+ there+ elements+ of+ one+ of+ them+ that+ you+ could
take+and+apply+to+your+own+life?

In+ this+ second+ edition+ of+ Crazy& Enough& To& Try,+ IYve+ expanded+ the
number+stories+beyond+the+initial+six+ interviews+I+conducted.+Since
publishing+the+first+edition,+I+have+since+spoken+to+dozens+of+people
about+ their+ passions,+ and+ included+ a+ select+ few+ conversations+ in+ a
new+section.

IYve+also+ included+an+area+ for+notes+at+ the+back+of+ the+book.+ If+you
feel+ the+need+to+write+ in+ the+margins+as+you+read,+by+all+means+do
what+works+best+for+you.+But+IYve+found+that+for+myself+and+others,
having+a+centralized+place+to+go+back+to+is+extremely+helpful+in+orgaG
nizing+my+thoughts+not+only+for+now+but+for+reflecting+in+the+future.

Stay+Passionate,

Ryan+Bonaparte

ryan@crazyenoughtotry.com

www.crazyenoughtotry.com
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My&Search

What& am& I& passionate& about?+ That+ particular+ question+ had+ been
plaguing+ me+ for+ weeks,+ probably+ months+ by+ now.+ I+ thought
about+it+a+dozen+times+a+day.+While+I+was+driving+to+work,+while+I
was+standing+in+the+shower,+while+I+was+playing+video+games,+or
strangely+ enough+ while+ drinking+ cocktails+ in+ a+ nightclub.+ It
didnYt+maDer+where+or+when,+I+was+thinking+about+passion.

Some+people+ think+ of+ passion+ as+ a+whimsical+ concept+ for+ those
who+have+too+much+time+on+our+hands+and+not+enough+responsiG
bilities.+I+disagree.+I+have+witnessed+it,+and+I+know+it+to+be+much
more+ than+ that.+ But+when+ it+ came+ time+ to+ act+ on+my+passion,+ I
was+at+a+loss.+I+didnYt+know+what+I+was+passionate+about.+

I+would+see+a+musician,+watch+as+she+was+fully+taken+over+by+her
music+as+she+performed+and+think+to+myself,+“This+is+passion+and
it+comes+through+in+every+note.”+I+would+read+articles+about+peoG
ple+ doing+ amazing+ things+ in+ thirdGworld+ countries,+ dedicating
their+ lives+ to+ helping+ others+ and+ trying+ to+ even+ out+ societal+ inG
equalities+ through+ education+ or+ healthcare+ initiatives,+ and+ I
would+ know+without+ a+ doubt+ that+ they+ were+ passionate+ about
their+work.+ I+would+hear+ of+ people+who+wake+up+ absolutely+ in
love+with+ life,+ anxiously+ awaiting+what+ the+ day+ ahead+ of+ them
would+bring,+thinking+this+may+be+the+day+they+find+a+cure+for+a
type+of+cancer+or+find+a+way+to+dramatically+reduce+computer+file
sizes,+or+whatever+was+their+dream.
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In+ every+ case,+ these+people+were+doing+what+ they+ loved.+ I+wanted
that.+I+needed+that.+I+needed+to+be+doing+something+I+was+desperateG
ly+passionate+about.+First,+ I+ just+needed+to+figure+out+what+passion
really+was...

GGG

Most+ of+ our+ career+ preparation+ comes+ from+ our+ formal+ schooling.
After+graduating+from+high+school,+I+aDended+the+MassachuseDs+InG
stitute+ of+ Technology+ and+majored+ in+Materials+ Science+ and+ EngiG
neering.+IYve+always+loved+science+and+technology,+so+it+seemed+like
a+natural+fit+to+go+into+engineering.+What+I+soon+learned+was+that+I
didnYt+actually+know+what+engineering+was+or+what+I+would+love+to
do+ in+such+a+wide+and+varied+field.+ I+ followed+along+ in+ the+classes
and+did+the+work+that+was+required,+but+I+didnYt+know+if+that+would
prepare+me+for+life+after+school.+

As+ I+ neared+ the+ end+ of+my+ college+ career,+ I+ still+ felt+ that+ I+ wasnYt
quite+qualified+to+be+an+engineer,+or+ if+ there+was+any+ job+ that+ I+ felt
compelled+ to+do.+So+ I+did+what+ I+ thought+was+ the+best+next+ step;+ I
aDended+ graduate+ school+ thinking+ that+ a+ masterYs+ degree+ would
help+ me+ figure+ things+ out.+ But+ even+ after+ that,+ I+ still+ felt+ unsure
about+what+I+was+supposed+to+do+next.

I+ joined+an+engineering+company+and+I+ found+that+ I+ really+enjoyed
specific+ elements+ of+ my+ responsibilities.+ This+ was+ the+ first+ time
where+I+had+the+chance+to+actually+decide+what+to+focus+my+energies
on.+ I+knew+ I+had+ to+pay+close+aDention+ to+what+ I+ liked+doing+as+ it
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would+give+me+a+clue+as+to+what+I+was+passionate+about.+I+also+startG
ed+ to+ think+more+ introspectively,+ about+what+ I+ learned+ throughout
my+formal+education+as+well+as+my+day+to+day+life.+As+it+turns+out,
the+most+ significant+ experiences+ that+ have+ shaped+my+ perspective
on+passion+stem+more+from+my+personal+relationships+than+from+the
various+courses+IYve+taken.

IYve+learned+a+lot+of+major+life+lessons+watching+people+close+to+me.
My+ mother+ taught+ me+ about+ showing+ compassion.+ Every+ time+ I
thought+ I+had+ seen+ the+ limit+of+human+compassion,+ she+ found+anG
other+way+to+surpass+it.+A+longGtime+friend+of+mine+taught+me+about
perseverance+through+severe+adversity.+IYm+not+talking+about+having
a+bad+day+or+a+bad+week+or+even+a+bad+month.+No,+I+mean+the+kind
of+ adversity+ that+makes+ you+ throw+your+ hands+ up+ to+ the+ sky+ and
laugh+ at+ the+ sheer+ ridiculousness+ of+ it+ all.+ Life+ would+ rain+ down
blow+after+blow,+and+yet+she+kept+on+going.

It+comes+as+no+surprise+then+that+it+was+a+friend+who+showed+me+the
importance+of+passion.+When+I+first+met+this+particular+young+womG
an+ we+ were+ still+ in+ college+ and+ I+ had+ no+ idea+ we+ would+ become
friends,+let+alone+the+impact+she+would+have+on+my+life.+But+we+did
become+friends.+And+as+our+friendship+grew,+I+began+to+learn+more
about+her+and+what+she+wanted+from+life.+She+wanted+to+help+peoG
ple.+She+needed+to+help+people.+That+was+her+calling.+That+was+what
she+was+on+this+planet+to+do.

She+was+so+passionate+about+this+calling+that,+at+times,+she+would+be
outright+frustrated.+Frustrated+at+the+fact+that+she+was+in+school+and
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not+out+helping+people.+Frustrated+the+serious+inequalities+apparent
in+society+that+no+one+else+seemed+to+care+about.+And+frustrated+that
life+had+given+her+problems+of+her+own+that+were+keeping+her+from
being+there+for+others.

As+our+lives+progressed,+our+friendship+evolved+as+well,+and+eventuG
ally+we+went+ our+ separate+ways+ as+many+ friendships+ do.+ The+ one
thing+ that+ always+ stuck+with+me+was+ this+ passion+ she+ had.+ It+was
this+definition+ of+ passion+ that+ I+ had+held+ onto+when+ searching+ for
what+I+knew+to+be+real.

–GG

It+was+a+sunny+morning+in+August.+I+was+siDing+on+my+bed+with+my
computer+in+my+lap,+scrolling+through+webpage+after+webpage,+link
after+ link.+ I+ was+ looking+ for+My+ Passion.+After+ weeks+ of+ thinking
about+ it,+ I+ had+ finally+ let+ myself+ do+ what+ was+ almost+ certainly+ a
waste+of+time:+search+for+it+on+Google.

Who+ ever+ looked+ for+ something+ akin+ to+ the+ meaning+ of+ life+ on
Google?+ If+ they+did,+ I+doubt+ they+ found+ it+amongst+ the+ latest+viral
YouTube+video+and+links+to+the+latest+smartphone+app+promising+to
connect+you+with+friends+you+didnYt+even+know+you+had.+Of+course
there+ were+ numerous+ results+ for+ a+ simple+ query+ of+ “how+ to+ find
your+passion?”+

There+were+blog+posts+and+articles+wriDen+by+people,+some+of+which
I+personally+respected+on+the+topic,+others+I+had+never+heard+of,+but
probably+should+have.+And+then+I+came+across+a+link+to+a+video+that
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should+have+been+a+part+of+my+search+in+the+first+place.+It+was+a+TED
Talk.

TED+ Talks+ are+ presentations+ given+ by+ thought+ leaders+ in+ their+ reG
spective+ fields,+ containing+ a+ message+ that+ they+ feel+ needs+ to+ be
shared+with+the+world.+Taking+place+in+forums+across+the+globe,+they
are+designed+to+be+short+and+sweet+and+to+the+point.+They+are+almost
always+less+than+twenty+minutes+in+length.+And+they+are+almost+alG
ways+filled+with+passion.+IYve+watched+countless+TED+Talks+over+the
years,+and+have+constantly+found+them+inspiring.

This+particular+talk+was+given+by+Professor+Larry+Smith,+who+spoke
about+ finding+ good+ jobs,+ bad+ jobs,+ and+ great+ jobs.+ And+ while+ he
spoke,+I+once+again+became+inspired+and+began+to+form+an+idea.

Passion+is+this+concept+that+so+many+people+search+for;+it+is+especialG
ly+ common+ for+ 20GsomethingYs+ who+ are+ experiencing+ the+ “quarG
terGlife+crisis”+a+stage+characterized+by+looking+for+a+purpose+in+life.
And+ yet+ so+many+ of+ us,+myself+ included,+ have+ absolutely+ no+ clue
how+to+figure+out+what+we+are+passionate+about.+I+wanted+to+figure
out+how+to+get+some+answers.+So...I+asked+my+friends+for+help+with+a
post+on+Facebook.

iHey+everyone,

IYm+interested+in+talking+to+people+about+what
they+are+passionate+about,+what+they+are+thinking
about,+ and+ what+ they+ are+ working+ on,+ whatever
that+might+be.+DoesnYt+have+to+be+world+changing,
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just+something+that+makes+you+want+to+get+up+and
take+on+ the+day.+ IYm+ looking+ for+my+own+passion
and+ IYm+ also+ thinking+ of+making+ this+ into+ a+ liDle
project.+Depends+on+responses+and+what+ interestG
ing+ liDle+ tidbits+ come+ out+ of+ talking+ to+ people.+ I
know+ a+ lot+ of+ you+ have+ some+ great+ thoughts+ on
the+subject,+and+I+really+want+to+hear+about+them.
Feel+free+to+comment+here+or+message+me+directly
and+weYll+talk.+Thanks+for+your+input.i

And+it+started+from+there.

Immediately+ I+ received+a+response+ from+a+ friend,+who+I+had+asked
about+passion+before.+She+wanted+to+meet+when+she+was+scheduled
to+arrive+in+town+the+following+week.+Shortly+thereafter+a+response
from+a+classmate+from+high+school,+who+I+hadnYt+spoken+to+in+nearly
a+decade.+And+on+it+went.+

More+responses+from+friends+and+acquaintances.+Advice+from+famiG
ly+members+I+had+known+all+my+life+and+people+who+I+had+only+met
briefly.+They+all+had+thoughts+on+the+topic+and+they+were+all+happy
to+share+their+insights+on+what+they+defined+as+passion+and+whether
or+not+they+had+found+theirs.

I+ started+ talking+ about+my+project+ to+ everyone+ I+met,+ and+without
fail,+everyone+had+an+opinion.+Some+people+were+also+searching+for
what+they+were+passionate+about.+Others+didnYt+believe+passion+was
something+ to+ aspire+ to.+And+ a+ few+ already+ knew+what+ they+were
passionate+about+and+were+happy+to+share+their+process.+It+was+these
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people+who+I+needed+to+talk+to.+These+were+the+people+who+I+needed
to+hear+from.

Out+of+the+multitude+of+responses,+I+chose+the+most+passionate+peoG
ple+I+knew+to+sit+down+and+talk+with.+To+pick+their+minds+and+find
what+it+was+that+drove+them+and+how+there+passions+had+manifested
in+theirs+lives.+I+hoped+to+glean+something+from+their+words+to+help
myself+and+others+track+down+our+own+passions.+These+are+their+stoG
ries,+their+journeys,+their+ideas.+These+are+their+Passions.

*+*+*
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Sam

In&reality,&you&come&to&understand&who&you&are&by

your&failures.

D&Sam

IYve+known+Sam+for+a+few+years,+though+he+usually+comes+up+in
conversation+when+I+later+find+out+I+ate+at+a+restaurant+where+he
was+working.+Sam+is+a+professional+chef+who+has+worked+his+way
up+through+the+ranks+of+the+restaurant+industry+and+leading+to+a
few+stints+as+head+chef+at+some+of+my+favorite+restaurants+in+BosG
ton.+

Whenever+we+talk,+we+always+compare+ideas+for+recipes,+though+I
think+ he+ probably+ just+ humors+ me+ and+ my+ amateur+ cooking
skills.+As+was+fiDing+for+a+conversation+with+a+chef,+we+met+to+talk
about+passion+in+a+restaurant.+With+food+on+our+table+and+a+buzz
of+activity+around+us,+it+was+an+appropriate+scene+for+discussions
about+showing+passion+through+cooking+and+creating+an+experiG
ence+through+a+meal.

Ryan:+How+do+you+define+passion,+what+is+passion+to+you?

Sam:+I+guess+it+means+you+care+about+what+youYre+doing.+You+care
about+what+youYre+doing+beyond+what+you+necessarily+need+to+be
doing.+And+what+youYre+doing+provides+you+with+something+othG
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er+ than+monetary+compensation.+TheyYre+plenty+of+people+working
at+McDonaldYs+who+ are+ passionate+ about+ paying+ the+ rent+ because
they+donYt+want+ to+ be+ sleeping+ on+ the+ street,+ but+ they+may+not+ be
passionate+about+their+ job.+There+are+so+many+layers+to+everything.
Passion+for+your+job+means+that+to+a+certain+degree+youYre+consumed
by+it.

For+me,+IYll+wake+up+with+ideas+of+things+that+I+would+like+to+cook.
ItYs+not+just+something+that+is+a+flash+of+lightning+or+immediate.+Just
because+ youYre+ passionate,+ doesnYt+ mean+ itYs+ something+ that+ you
wonYt+have+ to+develop+or+work+at.+Of+course+ the+great+ thing+about
being+passionate+about+it+is+that+it+doesnYt+feel+like+work.+You+donYt
mind.+ So& thatOs& how& I& define& passion:& It& consumes& you& enough,
you&care&about&it&enough,&that&it&makes&hard&work&easier.+It+makes
it+natural.+It+makes+it+natural+to+work+sixty+to+seventy+hours+a+week.
Because+ thatYs+what+ youYre+ supposed+be+doing,+ thatYs+what+ it+ feels
like+youYre+supposed+be+doing.+

Whatever+restaurant+IYm+in+charge+of,+itYs+like+my+child.+Most+people,
those+who+arenYt+sociopaths,+when+they+have+children+they+find+this
thing+outside+of+themselves+that+they+care+about+so+much.+ItYs+natuG
ral,+ it+ just+ comes+ to+ them.+ ThatYs+ the+ part+ of+ passion,+ that+when+ it
comes+to+you,+you+realize+this+ is+what+you+are+supposed+be+doing,
but+you+still+have+to+work+so+damn+hard+at+it.+ItYs+like+having+a+child.

Ryan:+Are+you+living+your+passion?

Sam:+Well,+yes+and+no.+ IOm&developing&my&passion;&youOre&always
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developing&it.+So+in+developing+it,+yes,+IYm+living+a+life+that+IYm+pasG
sionate+about.+

Ryan:(Were+you+always+passionate+about+cooking?

Sam:( There+were+ a+ couple+moments+when+ I+ realized+ that+ cooking
was+what+I+really+cared+about.+The+first+one+really+came+in+New+OrG
leans.+I+went+down+there+kind+of+in+exile;+I+had+been+kicked+out+of
college.+After+having+been+suspended+numerous+times,+my+parents
kind+of+ looked+at+me+and+said+“Go+away+we+donYt+want+ to+ look+at
you.”+Which+was+kind+of+understandable.

Growing+up,+my+dad+cooked,+he+always+wanted+to+teach+me+and+my
brother+to+cook,+and+neither+of+us+really+had+an+interest+in+it.+There
was+ this+ restaurant+ down+ the+ street+ from+where+ I+ was+ staying+ in
New+Orleans.+It+was+one+of+the+only+restaurants+that+was+still+open
because+everything+was+still+such+a+mess+after+Katrina.+I+started+goG
ing+ there+ everyday+ after+work,+ literally+ everyday,+ because+ I+ didnYt
want+ to+ eat+whatever+ crap+ food+was+ at+ the+place+ I+was+ staying+ at.
This+ restaurant+was+ run+by+ a+Lebanese+ family+who+had+moved+ to
Louisiana+like+thirty+years+before,+and+had+effectively+taught+themG
selves+how+to+cook+Creole/Cajun+cuisine.+

Ryan:+Do+you+remember+the+name+of+the+place?

Sam:+Gold+Star+Diner.+ItYs+closed+now.+They+got+robbed+a+few+years
ago+ and+ they+ took+ everything.+ Cooking+ equipment,+ everything.
They+were+dedicated+thieves.
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But+ anyway,+ the+ father+was+ the+ chef,+ as+ far+ as+ that+ goes+ in+ a+place
like+this,+the+daughter+ran+the+counter,+all+the+recipes+were+his+wifeYG
s.+You+know,+a+real+family+operation.+So+it+sort+of+hit+me+at+this+point:
I+might+want+to+learn+to+cook.+My+dad+had+always+wanted+to+teach
me+how+to+cook,+and+I+had+really+messed+up+my+relationship+with
my+ family+ preDy+ royally.+ These+ people+ operate+ this+ restaurant+ toG
gether,+and+this+seems+to+bring+them+together.+This+might+not+be+a
bad+idea+to+learn+how+to+do+something+like+this.+Maybe+I+could+take
a+shot+at+this.

Ryan:+How+old+were+you+at+this+point?

Sam:+TwentyGtwo.+I+asked+the+guy+if+he+could+maybe+teach+me+how
to+cook+some+of+the+food+he+made.+He+said,+“Of+course,+absolutely.”
He+wasnYt+that+busy+or+anything.+Basically,+IYd+get+out+of+work+every
night+ and+ IYd+ go+ there.+ HeYd+ teach+ me+ how+ to+ make+ stuff,+ and+ I
worked+ for+ beer+ so+ IYd+drink+ beer+ all+ night.+He+ taught+me+how+ to
cook.

Really+ when+ I+ went+ down+ there+ I+ went+ as+ an+ architecture+ major,
kicked+out+of+school+or+not.+The+reason+I+went+was+to+build+houses
for+Habitat.+I+thought+IYd+do+that+and+then+IYd+go+back+to+school,+and
it+would+be+a+good+experience.+

But+then+at+some+point+I+realized+I+was+spending+all+of+my+time+on
this+ construction+site,+and+ IYd+wake+up+at+night+and+ think+“Wow,+ I
could+do+ this.+ I+ could+change+ this+one+ thing+and+ this+whole+ recipe
would+open+up+in+a+different+way.”+IYd+think+about+what+I+was+going
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to+cook+tomorrow.+ I&realized&that&nothing&had&ever&made&me&think
about&what&was&I&going&to&do&tomorrow&like&this.+That+for+me+was
enormous.+ I+ was+ trying+ to+ figure+ out+ how+ I+ was+ going+ to+ engage
with+my+future.+And+you+know,+if+you+canYt+think+about+what+youYre
going+ to+ being+ doing+ tomorrow,+ you+ canYt+ really+ think+ about+ how
youYre+going+to+engage+with+your+future.

For+me+I+guess,+my+passion+comes+from+somewhere+outside+of+myG
self+in+that+I+really+have+always+wanted+to+make+people+happy.+I+reG
ally+want+to+make+people+happy.+And+food+can+connect+with+people
that+way.+You+cook+them+a+meal,+you+talk+to+them,+you+show+them
you+care+about+them.+Doing+this+is+a+service,+doing+this+for+them.+

Honestly,+so+few+people+in+this+world+can+cook+anything+anymore.+I
look+at+my+beloved+girlfriend,+who+ I+adore,+and+she+canYt+ freaking
cook+ for+her+ life,+ itYs+painful+ to+watch.+ [laughs]+ If+ you+ can+do+ this,
you+ can+ connect+with+people+ in+a+way+people+donYt+understand+at
first.

Cooking+a+meal+for+people+is+a+real+act+of+love.+ItYs+a+very+therapeutic
thing+for+the+person+who+is+being+cooked+for+and+the+person+doing
the+cooking.+And+ it+was+really+appealing+ for+me+and+my+family+ to
have+this+thing+that+I+could+do.+Because+up+until+then,+there+wasnYt
really+much+I+could+give+back+in+any+way.+

I+was+ sort+ of+ a+ spoiled+ child.+ So+ for+me+ it+was+ a+way+ to+ reconnect
with+my+family+and+to+connect+with+the+rest+of+the+world.+Up+until
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then+I+had+no+real+concept+of+who+I+was+or+how+I+was+going+to+conG
nect+with+the+rest+of+the+world+and+my+future.+

If+thereYs+a+theme+youYre+noticing+itYs+that+I+have+a+desire+to+connect
with+people.+YouYre+nothing+but+ the+sum+of+ the+people+who+youYre
connected+to+in+life.+

I+had+this+idea+that+I+would+connect+through+architecture,+that+peoG
ple+would+get+to+know+me+through+designs.+Then+I+found+out+I+was
terrible+at+math.+So+then+I+did+studio+art+for+a+while.+I+thought+peoG
ple+would+connect+with+me+through+my+art.+And+I+really+chickened
out+with+Studio+Art.+I+think+I+can+really+call+that+the+first+time+I+really
chickened+out.+It+was+a+very+cowardly+move.+I+had+some+potential,+I
didnYt+have+a+ lot+of+ inspiration,+but+I+had+some+ability.+ I+guess+you
could+ say+ it+was+ chickening+ out+ or+ an+ Yadult+ evaluationY.+At+ some
point+I+ just+decided+that+IYm+not+going+to+make+it+as+this.+There+are
people+who+are+much+beDer+at+this+than+I+am;+IYm+not+going+to+make
it.

Ryan:+ Does+ that+ mean+ that+ you+ didnYt+ think+ that+ with+ a+ certain
amount+of+practice+youYd+get+there?

Sam:+ThatYs+ a+good+question+because+ that+goes+back+ to+ the+ idea+of
passion+and+that+it+makes+hard+work+natural.+I+think+I+worked+preDy
hard+at+it,+but+there+wasnYt+a+consistency+to+it.+I+was+willing+to+work
hard+because+I+didnYt+want+to+fail+a+class.+So+I+would+go+a+whole+seG
mester+without+doing+anything+and+then+for+the+last+week+IYd+go+in
the+studio+and+work+twentyGfour+hours+a+day+for+three+or+four+days.
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IYd+get+something+done+that+was+preDy+good,+so+my+passion+was+reG
ally+ for+ not+ failing,+ not+ necessarily+ for+what+ I+ was+ doing.+ I+ didnYt
evaluate+it+as+such+at+the+time,+but+that+was+me+subconsciously+sayG
ing+“Well,+I+donYt+really+care+much+about+this.”

The+next+ thing+I+ tried+was+Political+Science.+ IYve+always+ loved+poliG
tics,+ always+ been+ very+ passionate+ about+ it,+ but+ I+ was+ passionate
about+ the+ politics+ not+ necessarily+ the+ policy.+ I+ realized+ I+ could+ get
into+this+and+I+could+get+people+to+love+me,+or+I+could+get+people+to
love+somebody+else,+which+would+be+almost+just+as+good.+In+the+end,
it+was+ just+ too+much+reading,+and+a+whole+ lot+of+drugs.+So+politics
came+off+the+table+really+quick.

Ultimately+ it+ came+ back+ to+ architecture+ which+ I+ started+ in+ and+ I
thought+well,+this+is+what+I+was+supposed+to+do+and+IYll+tough+it+out,
IYll+do+ the+math+and+ tough+ it+ out.+ I+ found+myself+ so+bored,+ just+ so
bored,+because+ I+ realized+ there+was+a+ lot+of+ siDing+and+waiting+ inG
volved.+ And& if& youOre& not& really& passionate& about& it,& you& canOt
abide&siSing&and&waiting.+

Think+about+it+ like+a+longGdistance+relationship.+If+youYre+not+really
commiDed,+youYre+not+going+to+get+through+it.+I+bailed+on+that,+and
did+a+whole+bunch+of+crap+to+get+kicked+out+of+school,+and+I+went+to
New+Orleans.+ThatYs+when+I+discovered+that+what+I+was+really+pasG
sionate+about+was+this+immediacy+of+conceiving+of+a+recipe+and+creG
ating+an+experience.+

In+conceiving+of+a+ recipe+you+can+cross+ three+or+ four+different+ culG
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tures+ at+ once.+ Cooking+ it+ in+ a+ restaurant,+ youYre+ in+ a+ kitchen+with
people+who+may+speak+three+or+four+different+ languages+than+you.
YouYre+ cooking+ for+ people,+ especially+ in+ a+ restaurant+ seDing,+ who
donYt+even+understand+everything+thatYs+gone+into+what+youYve+just
done.+But+youYre+creating+an+experience+for+them.+

So+ through+ all+ of+ this+ out+ here+ [gestures+ to+ the+ restaurant+ dining
room],+all+that+you+cook,+youYre+creating+an+experience+and+connectG
ing+with+them.+And+so,+for+me+thatYs+really+the+only+passion+there+is,
to+connect+with+people+in+an+immediate+way.+Everybody+eats.+I+donYt
have+to+sit+and+wait+on+that.+

Ryan:+Can+you+have+more+than+one+passion?+How+about+at+the+same
time?

Sam:+Of+course+you+can.+And+you+can+have+different+passions+within
the+same+career+too.+I+donYt+want+to+confuse+goals+with+passion,+but
they+are+somewhat+similar.+

At+one+moment...when+I+started+my+passion,+it+was+sort+of...redempG
tion.+To+show+the+people+who+loved+me+that+IYm+geDing+my+stuff+toG
gether,+that+IYm+worthwhile,+that+I+care+about+something.+When+that
was+accomplished,+I+wanted+to+branch+out+and+start+connecting+with
people+and+work+ in+a+ restaurant.+And+ then+ the+passion+was+ really
about+ food,+ to+ learn+ about+ food.+And+ then+once+ thatYs+ learned,+ the
passion+might+be+ to+create+a+menu,+ to+ really+create+my+own+voice.
After+that,+I+might+want+to+have+a+restaurant+where+I+can+say+“I+want
the+lamps+to+look+like+this,+and+I+want+the+curtains+to+hang+like+this,”
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to+ essentially+make+people+ feel+ a+ certain+way+when+ theyYre+ eating.
Then+ after+ that+ I+might+want+ to+write+ a+ cookbook,+ because+ I+want
people+to+take+my+recipes+and+connect+with+families+on+this+level.

ThatYs+ what+ it+ is.+ Passion+ is+ always+ going+ to+ evolve.+ If+ it+ doesnYt
evolve,+itYs+never+going+to+sustain+you.+ThatYs+the+human+condition.
If+weYre+not+pursuing+something,+then+what+is+there?+YouYre+not+goG
ing+ to+ be+passionate+ about+doing+ the+ same+ thing+ everyday+ for+ the
next+ forty+ years.+ YouYre+ trying+ to+ build,+ youYre+ always+ trying+ to
build.+If+youYre+not+building,+then+youYre+going+to+get+bored.+ItYs+the
difference+ between+ building+ a+ house+ and+ making+ bricks.+ If+ you
make+ the+bricks+ then+youYre+going+ to+want+ to+build+ the+house+ too.
YouYre+not+ going+ to+want+ to+ just+ keep+making+ the+bricks.+ It+ has+ to
evolve.+

You+ have+ to+ look+ at+whatever+ it+ is+ you+want+ to+ do+ and+ say+ “Do+ I
have+the+potential+ to+grow+and+evolve,+because+ if+ I+donYt+well+ then
IYm+going+to+do+this+job+for+two+years+and+IYm+going+to+learn+it+inside
and+out+and+then+IYm+going+to+leave.”+Unless+thatYs+what+you+want.

My+passion+isnYt+flipping+stuff+in+a+pan.+ Your+passion+is+never+going
to+be+a+skill.+Because+again,+if+itYs+a+skill,+itYs+finite.+ I+know+how+to+fry
an+egg.+ If+my+passion+was+ frying+an+egg,+ IYd+be+ screwed+because+ I
know+how+to+do+it+and+IYm+26.+IYm+done,+I+have+nothing+for+the+rest
of+my+life.+[laughs]

Ryan:+How+would+you+suggest+someone+going+about+finding+their
passion?+The+way+you+describe+ it+ for+yourself,+you+ fell+ into+ it,+you
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came+across+ it+ in+ a+ small+ restaurant+hundreds+of+miles+ away+ from
where+you+thought+youYd+be.

Sam:+Yea,+thatYs+a+lucky+thing+that+that+happened...

Ryan:+Do+you+think+luck+is+part+of+it?

Sam:+Oh,+luck+is+key!+Luck+is+huge!+But+I+guess+IYd+say+that+if+I+did
any+one+ thing+correctly+ in+all+of+ that+monstrosity+of+ failure,+ is+ fail.
This& is& not& profound,& but& donOt& be& afraid& of& failing.+ Even+ if+ you
donYt+ fail,+ you+ learn+what+ you+ donYt+ like.+ DonYt+ ever+ turn+ down+ a
new+experience,+because+that+might+be+it.+Be+on+the+look+out+for+it.+

And+this+is+different+for+many+people,+because+I+know+plenty+of+peoG
ple+ are+ selfGcontained,+ but+ look+ for+ something+ outside+ of+ yourself.
Because+if+itYs+already+something+that+you+already+have+within+you,
that+ wonYt+ sustain+ you,+ because+ itYs+ always+ going+ to+ be+ there.+ If
youYre+not+chasing+something,+then+whatYs+really+driving+you?+I+disG
agree+with+ the+ concept+of+ YdriveY.+ I+ believe+ itYs+more+of+ a+pull.+Life
has+to+pull+you.+If+itYs+not+pulling+you,+then+what+are+you+being+drivG
en+towards?+ThereYs+nothing.

So+I+guess+be+open+to+things+you+didnYt+think+youYd+be+interested+in
and+ appreciate+ things+ that+ seem+ simple.+ Because+ simple+ things
which+you+take+for+granted...thereYs+a+whole+lot+behind+that.+There+is
no+one+way+to+do+it.+You+have+to+try.+You+have+to+try+a+lot+of+things.
You+canYt+evaluate+it+coldly.+Because+when+youYre+talking+about+pasG
sion,+there+is+no+way+to+evaluate+something+like+that+coldly+and+anaG
lytically.+ You+ have+ to+ find+ something+ that+ grabs+ on+ to+ you+ and
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doesnYt+let+go.+ThereYs+really+no+other+way+to+do+that+except+trying.
And+youYre+going+to+fail+a+lot.+Be+ready+to+fail.+ItYs+tough.

Especially+ with+ our+ generation,+ itYs+ very+ tough+ for+ people+ to+ be
ready+ to+ fail.+ Because+ theyYve+ grown+up+with+ “helicopter+ parents”
and+ families+ that+ want+ to+ give+ them+ absolutely+ everything.+ They
want+to+shield+them+from+any+pain,+any+failure.+They+want+to+make
sure+ that+ heYs+ in+ the+ best+ preGschool,+ heYs+ in+ the+ best+ elementary
school,+ heYs+ in+ an+ advanced+ placement+ middle+ school.+ And+ by
sophomore+year+of+high+ school+ “What+ college+ can+we+put+ this+kid
into?”+and+“What+career+ is+ this+kid+going+to+have?”+and+“Where+is
he+going+to+live?”+and+“How+many+kids+is+going+to+have?”+and+“Can
we+send+him+to+ therapy?”or+“Is+ there+some+way+we+can+make+ this
kidYs+ life+ just+ this+much+straighter?”+The+ impulse+ is+ so+good,+but+ it
makes+cripples.+It+makes+people+who+are+so+indebted+and+so+afraid
to+fail,+that+theyYre+paralyzed.+

I+had+a+life+like+that.+My+parents+did+everything+for+me,+everything!+I
had+tutors,+and+shrinks,+and+any+number+of+things+that+were+totally
unnecessary+ for+ a+ child.+ But+ I+ had+ them.+ Because+ they+wanted+ to
make+sure+that+I+had+the+best+possible+shot.+The+impulse+is+so+good,
it+is,+but+ the+failures+are+what+make+you+who+youYre+supposed+to+be.
Successes+are+very+momentary.+Success+only+builds+you+on+the+outG
side.

People+outside+of+you+judge+you+on+your+successes,+and+they+evaluG
ate+you+by+your+successes,+which+is+important.+ In&reality,&you&come
to&understand&who&you&are&by&your&failures.+So+I+guess+my+best+adG
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vice+is,+donYt+be+afraid+to+fail+and+maybe+you+get+lucky.+Maybe+you
get+lucky.

Ryan:&When+you+say+to+try+something+new,+what+is+it+that+you+think
will+happen+from+trying+something+new?+Is+ it+ that+people+will+ just
randomly+ find+ something+ that+ they+ love+ out+ of+ all+ of+ the+ possible
paths+forward?

Sam:+You+will+find+overlap.+The+key+ is+finding+overlap.+When+you
try+ something+ new,+ you+ can+ free+ your+mind+ up+ a+ liDle+ to+ see+ the
overlap.

Focus+ is+ something+which+ I+ admire+ so+much,+ because+ I+ lack+ it+ in
spades,+but+at+the+same+time+people+who+have+this+ability+to+focus,
they+do+what+they+do+so+beautifully,+but+they+donYt+tend+to+do+much
else.+My+brother+is+a+great+guy+and+a+genius,+his+IQ+is+off+the+charts,
and+heYs+really+focused.+HeYs+a+transportation+planner.+HeYs+been+at
the+same+company+for+ the+ last+six+or+seven+years.+He+ is+ so+good+at
his+ job+ and+ heYs+ very+ passionate+ about+ it.+ So+ thatYs+ not+ to+ say+ for
some+ people+ they+ might+ not+ find+ their+ passion+ just+ doing+ what
theyYre+doing.

But+for+people+who+want+to+hit+the+home+run+or+do+something+difG
ferent...youYre+going+to+have+to+do+some+different+stuff.+YouYre+never
going+ to+find+ anything+new+ just+ doing+ the+ same+ thing.+YouYre+ just
doing+the+same+thing+everyone+else+is+doing.+

When+I+say+go+do+different+things,+I+donYt+actually+mean+drop+what
youYre+doing+and+go+ be+a+sculptor+or+go+ build+houses.+I+mean+find+the
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overlap.+ThatYs+where+the+inspiration+is,+itYs+in+the+overlap.+Sculpting
might+ be+more+ fun+ than+ computer+models+ and+ it+might+ free+ your
mind+up+a+ liDle+more+ than+computer+models.+ It+might+ just+ let+you
make+ some+connections+ to+help+ in+ solving+ realGworld+problems+by
thinking+outside+the+box.

*+*+*
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